
ManipUlate ..
eurtent .signals
with op atnps
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Op amps can condition current signals as
well as they can handle voltages. Tn
applications like 2-wire instrumentation)
VIP converters) and photodetectors) current
carries' the signal) and voltage-mode
amplifiers only introduce unnecessary errors.
Using Op~ampsin current mode will .
improve your circuit~ perfbrmance.

Jeralrl Graeme, Burr~Brown Corp

Op amps are widely used to handle signal voltages, but
they also can carry out analogous tasks on current
signals. In the 2~wire instrumentation that you'll com-
monly find in remote monitoring, arid for many phi:>to-
detectors and V/F converters, current-not voltage--
carries the signal. By using op amps in current mode,
you can tailor these signals to your needs without
having to convert between voltage and current. The
performance of these current-mode circuits is compara-
ble to that of their more common voltage-mode counter-
parts. (For a review of the basic principles of current-
mode ·op-amp circuits, see box, "Review of current-
mode op-amp configurations").

Current-mode circuits can condition signals for cur-
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Fig I-You can UBea current amplifier to Bcale current for a
charge-balance-type VIF-converter input. This approach lets you
leave the signal in the current mode, thus avoiding the gain drift that
a typical VIF converter's input resistor would produce.
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rEimt-outjmt devices like photodiodes and 2-wire trans~
mitters. For example, suppose you want to interface a
photodiode with a VIF converter, which offers an
economical means of AID conversIon. In such a circuit,



The performance of current-mode circuits is .
comparable to that of more common
voltage.-mode amplifiers.

I • "..I

gain thermal drift largely determines the conversion
error. You'could convert the current to voltage with an
input resistor and then followwith the VIF converter,
but'many charge:-balance-type ,Y/F converters accept
.c~rrent' inputs ,d~rect1y.These devices' eliminate th~
input resistor, which causes much of the troublesome
gaill;drift. When. using acharge~balance-type VIF,con-
verter, you just need, to, scale the current from the
photodiode to ~he input, cur~Emt.range of the V/F
'converter. . '

·Youmust, of course, scale that current in a manner
that doesn't introduce additional gain-drift error. Oth-
erwise; you'd lose the advantage of~siIig a charge-
balance-type VIF converter. One way to avoid intro-
ducing gain drift is to use a current-inv~rting op amp to
scale the current. In Fig 1, a singh'l p<;>tentiomete:r
supplies tWQ'feedback resistances. '~ecause the two
resistances are part of the same potentiometer, their
temperature coeffici,entsmatch each other closely. The
ratio of their resistances therefore shouldn't change

" with temperature, and only this ratio determines the
current-inverter gain. Having the two resistances in a
single package also improves the temperature-depen-
dent behavior. Temperature differences between the
two resistances can also create gain drift, but they're
much less likely to occur within a single package.

Connecting Fig l's inverter, which is acting as a
current-difference amplifier, to the diode source pro-
duces a simple scaling relation between the currents;
the output current is Io/x, where 10 is the current from
the diode and x is the potentiometer's fraction in the
positive feedback path. This design holds the voltage
across the diode at nearly OV-a condition that's re-
quired for maximum. linear operation. Because the
diode capacitance affect~ the feedback factor, the de-
coupling resistor added in series with the diode ~ntro~
duces a deviation from this zero bias. ~

When the scaled current is deliver.ed·to the VIF
converter, the proportional output-signal frequency is

£, 10
0= 7.5C}x·

The components in the circuit set the full-scale frequen-
cy to 10 kHz for a V/F-converter input current of 0.25
mA. The potentiometer setting determines the scaling
to that full-scale current. For an accurate setting, your
potentiometer should feature a high adjustment
resolution ..

In 2-wire-transmitter instrumentation, the most
common output range runs from 4 to 20 mA, but you
will also often encounter the 10-to 50-mA scale. Except
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Fig 3-A voltage reference in a noninverting amplifier circuit
develops a cancellation current that removes the output offset of a
2-wire transmitter.

Fig 2-By boosting the op~amp output current,' a 1wninverting
current amplijier can raise the 4- to 20-mA output of a 2-wire
transmitter to the 10- to 50-mA scale.



current of transmitter circuitry, but-you must remove
tpe offset to extract the signal that's created in re-
sponse to the input. To remove the offset, you can
develop a counteracti.P,g offset in a current amplifier,
which also rescales the remainder signal.

Fig 3 illustrates this approach. In this case, a voltage
reference develops the offset cancellation. The output
of the 2-wire transmitter supplies a noninverting cur-
rent amplifier that converts the transmitter's output-
into a 0- to 20-mA signal. For this current amplifier, the
inclusion of a constant voltage drop (VH) modifies the .
usual voltage-follower feedback of the op amp. The
voltage normally impressed on R2 decreases by VH, and
the voltage reference develops a negative component of
output current that cancels the 4-mA offset.

Just removing the offset would leave a somewhat
cumbersome 0- to 16-mA ou~put range, but you can
,adjust the ratio of the feedback resistors to convert the
output range to 0 to 20 mA. From the combination of
the offset cancellation and gain setting comes an output

Fig 4-Driving the source's power-supply common from the op
amp's output removes impedance loading errors from the or, for the component values indicated,
noninverting current connection.

for the high currents sometimes required, translations
between the two ranges are excellent applications of the Problems associated with this signal-conversion tech-
noninverting. current-mode amplifier and its related nique are generally the same as those associated with
attenuator. bp amps for the increased scale have to noninverting current amplifiers. The voltage reference
supply as much as 30 mA, and most op amps can't do adds more complications. The reference has a tolerance
this. However, those high currents don't have to be and thermal drift tha~ render the offset correction
bipolar, so you can easily boost the output current to inexact. Also, including the reference in the feedback
the level required. loop of the op amp adds a phase shift that alters the

As shown in Fig 2, you can boost the current and at frequency stability. To counter this last problem, you
the same time increase the op-amp current-limiting can bypass the feedback path with a capacitor. Because
function to control the boosted current. This circuit the reference produces only a dc correction, this bypass
transforms the 4- to 20-mA range into the 10- to 50-mA of the voltage reference doesn't limit the ac response.
scale. An output emitter-follower boosts the current. '
Because the current available to R3 from the op amp is Loading effects give finite impedances ~.'
imited, the voltage to the transistor base is also Loading effect is one characteristic of current-mode
limited. That drive voltage can create so much demand circuits that doesn't have 'aparallel in voltage-mode
for current in R3 that the op amp's current limit is circuits. For the ideal voltage .amplifier, . the input
eventually reached, which in turn limits the transistor impedance is infinite and the output impedance is zero,
current. For the components shown, this limit is about which prevents loading errors at both ports.- An ideal
50 mA. current amplifier would present zero impedance at its

A second function that's useful when processing input and an infinite one at its output. For actual
2-wire transmitter signals is the removal of the 4- or current-mode circuits, however, the impedances seen
10-mA output offset. This offset supplies the quiescent at the two ports scale with the load and source imped-

Text continues on pg 152
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Review of current-mode op'amp-configurations

The designs of current-mode op-
amp circuits parallel thos~ of
voltage-mode inverting and' -;
noninverting amplifiers. Fig A
show:s two basic current-mode
op-amp configurations. The load,
ZL, shown in these figures and
the diagrams in the main text,
could be a series of current-con-
ditioning circuits. In these cir-
cuits, as in the op amps' voltage-
mode counterparts, two resistors
control the feedback around the
op amp and set the gain.

The parallel with voltage-
mode amps continues in the gain
expressions: For the inverting
devices the gain is the negative
of the ratio of the two feedback
resistors; for the noninverting
devices, the gain is 1 plus the
ratio. As determined by the two
resistors, feedback forces these
c~rrent-amplifier circuits to ac-
cept input currents and supply
,correspondingly scaled output
currents.

In the inverting current am-
plifier (Ref l) of Fig Aa, the
input signal (II) drives the in-
verting op amp's input, causing I

the amplifier's output to swing
and conduct II through RI. The
negative feedback' that occurs
creates a controlled v~ltage (V I)
across RI and -impresses this
voltage on resistor ~ as well.'

. Thus, the current established in
Rz is a scale·d"'.eplica of th~ in-

, put-signal current. As delivered
to the load (Zd, however, Io's
polarity is the opposite of II'S
because

I - _VI
0- Rz'

which has a negative, or in-
verted, relationship to the devel-
oped VI. The result is

The noninverting current am-
plifier (Fig Ab) operates in a
similar fashion. The voltage de-
veloped on Rz replicates the
voltage developed by the input
current on RI, but in this case a
voltage follower is the cause.
The noninverting drive of Rz
adds a proportional current to II
and ,delivers the sum of the two
currents to the load:

In addition to gain equations,
key performance characteristics
of these circuits include imped-
ance transformations, dc errors,
and bandwidths. The circuits'
impedance tran.sformations are
the same as thoSe-of a common-
emitter transistor. The reflected
input impedances are the load
impedances multiplied by the '
current gain, and similar re-
_flected output impedances are

. \ those of the sources divided by
that gain. At the inputs, imped-
ances are

"

ZI = - (~~) ZL (inverting)

ZI = (1 + :~) (RI + ZL)

(noninverting).

As indicated, RI also affects
'the noninverting input imped-
ance, so you should try. to mini-
mize that resistance. Note that
the input impedance of the in-
verting circuit is negative be-
cause of the gain inversion of
that configuration, so you must
check the driving source imped-
ance carefully. If you evaluate
the circuit feedback factor, you'll
see that the negati~e impedance
can lead to oscillation. To avoid
oscillation, the net i~pedance in
the input circuit should remain
positive; therefore,

Zs > (:~) ZL':

where Zs is the source imped-
ance of the input current source.
The negative input impedance
results from the inherent posi-
tive feedback of the circuit,
which is required for the gain
inversion.

This negative input impedance
causes a problem for remote
monitoring. In remote monitor-
ing systems, operation in the
current mode reduces noise pick-
up on long lines. However, these
long lines also develop signifi-
cant stray capacitances that
shunt 'the source to lower its net
reeeived impedance. To counter-
act this potential stability com-
promise, you may have to add a
decoupling resistor in series



Fig A-The,e op-amp circuit, amplify current instead of voltage. HoweVer, both the
inverting (a) and the noninverting (6) current-mode configurations parallel similar
voltage-amplifier designs. .

Fig B-Shifting connections in Fig A', circuits produce current amplifiers that are
equivalent to difference amplifiers (a) and that can attenuate current (6).

with the circuit input, or you'
may have to effect a capacitive
bypass of the load.

Analogous to emitter followers
Continuing with the emitter-

follower analogy, the impedance
that you see at the output of
these circuits is that of the
source divided by the current
gain, or

Zo = - (::) Zs (inverting)

Z = (RI + R2) Zo R
1
' S I

(noninverting).

Limitations of the op amp's
input impedance, open-loop gain,
and common-mode rejection can
alter these impedances and the
reflected input impedances. Ex-
cept when approaching the fre-
quency limit of the op amp; the
stated equations give adequate
approximations for these param-
eters.

The input offset voltage and
input bias currents of the op
amp cause the dc errors of these
current amplifiers. These dc er-
rors appear as output error cur-
rents that equal

,

1.0 = (~s + (:~) IB~) - Is+

(inverting)

·1 _Vos' (l+RI)1
.0 - R

2
- R

2
B+

(noninverting).



These o~tput offset currents are
related to the op amp's input off-
set voltage when that voltage is
divided by a gain-setting resistor
and the circuit current gain and
multiplied by at least one of the
input pias currents.

In addition, when selecting
feedback, resistors that minimize
circuit oscillation, you should
also consider the error created
by the input offset voltage. Only
the ratioofthe feedback resis-
tors' sets the current gain, so
you still have freedom in choos-
ing the absolute resistances.
However, the lower the value of
R2, the greater the output error
current from Vos. Yet if you
make. that'resisLor too large, it
will drop too much voltage in the
circuit. For noninverting cir-
cuits, that drop is in series with
the load vO,ltage, while for the
inverting case, the drop forces a
voltage ~wing at the op amp's
output. '..

Determination of ac errors
caused 'by the op amp is less di-
r:ect but follows that of conven-
tional arialysis. You won't en-
counter the higher-frequency
~rrors associate~ with gain,
input impedance, output imped-
ance~ and -common-mode rejec- ,

tion at the low frequencies at
which most current-loop instru-
ments operate. When you do see
these high-frequency errors, .
you'll find that a common de-
,nominator for their frequency of
importance is the closed-loop
bandwidth of the circuit. You
can determine that bandwidth
most easily by plotting the in-
verse of the feedback factor on
the open-loop gain-magnitude re-
sponse curve of the op amp.
Most op-amp data sheets supply
that curve. The point at which
the inverse feedback factor in-
tercepts the gain-magnitude re-
sponsedefines the closed-loop
bandwidth. For both the invert-
ing and noninverting current.
amplifers, the feedback factor is

In the inverting case, the Zs:i'> R1

requirement can sometimes be
compromised by stray capaci-
tance, as noted in the discussion
of input impedance.

You can apply these configura-
_ tions to another set of functions

(Fig B). Because it's easy to
sum currents, it's also easy to
build the current:-eguivalent of a

•..•
ances, so these impedances don't follow the theoretical
ideal. ,The impedances are finite because the circuit·
transfers the load voltage~~wing directly to the source.
In the source, the load voltage reacts with the source
impedance to create a current change or loading effect.

If you could make the effective source impedance
ve~y large, you· could remove that input interaction.
What's more" the reflected output impedance would
remain very high. In the noninverting case; you can
implement this increase in source impedance by simply
bootstrapping the source's power supply, as shown in
Fig 4. The current source represented there could be a

voltage-difference amplifier. You
supply one current directly to
the load but invert the other, so
that

Errors and application consider-
ations of this connection remain
basically the same as those for
the inverting current amplifier.
What's more, the poninverting
current amplifier offers a feature
not found in the ~oltage-mode
version: noninverting gains of
less than unity. Because the cur-
rent-mode version is actually a
bilateral circuit, input and out~
put can reverse roles, as is the
case in Fig Bb's circuit. In that
case, the circuit operates as a
current attenuator with the fol-
lowing output:

The input/output switch pro-
duces another change in opera-
tion because it includes R1 in the
feedback factor, which becomes

~ == -(Rl.~1;2~2~J
for Zs :i'>_ R1 or R2•

2-wire transmitter or another current-output device.
The output of the op amp drives the source's power-

supply common. Otherwise, Fig 4's circuit is simply a
noninverting current amplifier with the voltage held
constant across the source. Zs doesn't have load voltage
swings impressed on it in this case, so the circuit
doesn't experience any associated current changes. The
circuit therefore produces a very high effective source
impedance. A factor approximating the parallel combi-
nation of the op amp's open-loop gain and common-
mode-rejection ratio boosts the impedance. At higher
frequencies, of course, both the open-loop gain and the



You must scale current in a way that
doesn)t introduce additional gain-drift
error) or you lose the benefits of using a
cha1;ge-balance-type VIP converter.

common-mode-rejection ratio decrease, but you'll see a
dramatic improvement in the lower ranges.

You can find a lesser but similar improvement in an
analogous circuit incorporating an inverting current
amplifier, where the swing on feedback resistor Rt
remains across the source. In this case, the improve~.
ment factor is ZdR2• - -

Nonlinear circuit-mode functions
You can Implement several nonlinear circuit functions

in the current mode, including those of the peak detec-
tor, limiter, and precision rectifier. In the current-loop
instrumentation of process control, where the key
indicators are peak excursions, you'll frequently need a
peak detector. Fig 5 shows a current-operated imple-
mentation of a peak detector. The circuit consists of an
input gating amplifier (ICt), a holding capacitor, and an
output buffer amplifier (IC2). Around this combination, .
you can see a feedback loop like that of an inverting
current amplifier. As with the inverting amplifier, Rt
and R2 provide the feedback. A FET switch produces
the reset. I'

The input-current polarity and magnitude determine
circuit operation. That current must reach a negative
level sufficient to override Rt's feedback current before
the capacitor voltage can change. Otherwise, the capac-
itor maintains a constant voltage on the combination of
R2 anq the load, and the capacitor supplies a constant
output current. That current is

~ 10 = - (~~) IHMAxh

where IHMAxlis the last recorded peak.
To change the output current, the input current must

overcome the condition established by the most nega-
tive previous input level. Until the input current does
this, R1 supplies a current to the input circuit that
forward-biases Dt. This current drives the output of ICt
below the voltage of the capacitor that is reverse-
biasing D2•

When II does reach a sufficiently negative level, it
reverse-biases Dt and drives the output of ICt positive,
thereby forward-biasing D2• The feedback loop now
goes through ICt, forcing IC2 to conduct the input
current through Rt. In this tracking state, the capacitor
voltage increases, which in turn increases the output
current. As the magnitude of II drops below this last
level, the new capacitor voltage lets the feedback
current of R1 again forward-bias D1 and reverse-bias

ZL NOTE: DIODES ARE IN4154.
TRANSISTOR IS 2N4220A.

Fig 5-By having the input curreniopen and close the feedback
loop that determines the voltage on the holding caPacitor, this circuit
can detect and retain the peak current.' .

. '
D2, thereby resuming the holding state.

To begin a new measurement interval, a' positive
transition at the FET gate resets the ·capacitor. Nor-
mally, you would want to hold the gate negative to keep
the FET switch off. At the beginning of a reset cycle,
the current conducted by the FET discharges the
capacitor. This discharge forward-biases D2 and re-
duces the current through R1 to the point where Dt
reverse-biases. The tracking mode then resumes, and
the op amp overrides the discharging of the FET.
Thus, reset never continues below the level corre-
sponding to the input that's present.

Errors affect the peak detector
DC errors, diode switching times, and output imped-

ance affect the accuracy of this peak detector. Amplifier
IC1 injects an input offset current of

Vas1.0 = R
2

- Ia-.



'One function "rJat)suseful when processing
2-wire transmitter signals is the removal of
the 4- to 10-mA output offiet. .

The input bias current, ICz, and the FET gate leakage
current (lG) produce a parasitic discharge of the capaci-
tor, giving an output rate of change, or droop (D), of

D = IG + IB+C .

To limit droop, you should choose for IC1 an op amp
like the OPAI11AM, which minimizes the input bias
current in ICz• The input offset voltage of that amplifier
creates no error because it becomes part of the feed-
back loop when the capacitor is charging. Speed is the
main attraction of ICI, which in this case is the
OPA156A.·This op amp's ideal operation drives the
diodes from one conduction state to the other more
rapidly.' The finite speed of the OPA156Adetermines
the circuit's high-frequency Performance.

Another limitation on the circuit's performance is
imposed by the hold mode's open feedback loop. In this
feedback loop, the diode states keep the input-to-output
controlling loop open. This open loop produces a voltage
follower, which transfers the voltage of the capacitor to
Rz and the load. If other factors don't introduce load-
'voltage variations, the load receives the intended con-
stant current from the follower. If some other influence
intervenes, however, the current delivered will be in
error. In other words, the circuit has a low output
impedance when operating in the hold mode and may
.require bootstrapping.

If you measure the load voltage with another voltage

0,

IN4154

Fig 6-A voltage reference in the feedback of this cunent inverter
CClIl cia 111p the outpltt current to a level set by the voltage l·eference.

1k

~ 10 = 11,1

Fig 7-The ease with which currents switch diodes simplifies
absolute-value conversion in the current mode.

follower, you can transfer that voltage and drive the
normally grounded terminal of the capacitor. This
technique eliminates the influence of load voltage on
output current.

Current-mode op amps can clamp currents
A second nonlinear application for current-mode op

amps is in limiters, or clamps. By restricting the
feedback voltage of a current inver~er, a clamp imposes
an upper limit on the output current. In Fig 6's circuit,
positive input currents develop related voltages on Rl,
up to the operating voltage (VR) of the voltage refer-
ence. At VR, the reference turns on and conducts any
further increase in current, thus shunting it away from
R1• Because the op amp transfers the voltage on R1

directly to Rz, the output current delivered by the
_latter is limited to

Fo'r the elements shown, this limit is 120 fLA.
Negative input currents will also result in a limited

output because negative inputs turn on D], whose
purpose is to protect the voltage reference against
excessive forward current, thereby reducing the cur-
rent through R1•

The behavior of a real clamp only approximates the
sharpness, frequency response, and noise level of an
ideal clamp. The minimum quiescent current needed to



Loading effects are one characteristic of
current-mode' circuits that don)t have a
parallel in voltage-mode designs.

bias internal circuitry limits the turn-on sharpness of
the reference. For the reference, shown, that current

I

must reach 8 J-LA before you can establish a stable limit
voltage. ;

The reference circuitry also has a bandwidth compro-
mise imposed by its amplifier stages, so its series
impedance increases with frequency. At 1 kHz, the
impedance can approach lOOn. The impedance will
therefore increase the Clamp level unless R1 is ,.large
.enough to make this impedance negligible. Because the
preferred voltage references are of the band-gap varie-
ty, noise is unavoidable. The elements shown create an
output noise of approximately' 60 nA rms.

Op amps determine absolute values
A third nonlinear function easily implemented in the

current mode is the absolute-value operation, carried
out by a variety of voltage-operated circuits (see Refs 2
through 4). In Fig7's circuit, the diodes create a gate
that directs an' input current to either the input of a
current inverter or straight to the output load. A
positive input current forward-biases D2 and passes
directly to the output load. D1 is reverse-biased by this
current polarity, and the diode disconnects the invert-
ing input of the current amplifer from the signal path.

A negative input current reverse-biases D2, blocking
that direct path, but forward-biases D1• Therefore, the
current ends up in the current inv,erter's input, where
its polarity reverses before it arrives at the load. Thus, .
both polarities of input current result in a positive
output current with unity gain magnitude for the
current inverter, or

Error in this gain magnitude causes most of the
. ,inaccuracy in the current-mode absolute-value func-
tion. The error results primarily from- inequalities
between the two circuit resistors and from their temp-_
erature-dependent tracking. If the two resistors differ,.
then the gain magnitude~: received by the negative
currents won't be the same as the unity transfer of the
positive currents. DC errors from the op amp produce
additional errors .. f).,sin the case of the general invert-
ing current amplifier, these errors generate an offset
current. That error current is

I· (Vos ).0 = If + 10- - IB+.

Fig B-These designs translate integration (a) and differentiation
(b) into current-mode junctions from their voltage-mode counter-
parts,

Because diode switching doesn't occur within an op
amp's feedback loop in Fig 7, the op amp's higher-
frequency error figure marks an improvement over
that of voltage-mode amplifiers. When driving feedback
diodes (Ref 2), high-gain op amps require significant
slewing and settling times, but no diodes are operating
in feedback loops in Fig 7. Instead, the driving capabili-
ties of the signal's current source determine the diode
switching time. Up to the much higher frequency limit
imposed by the op amp's bandwidth, the absolute-value
conversion will be fast if the current source is fast .

. ;. .You can also adapt integrators and differentiators to
the current mode. The configurations shown in Fig 8
operate much as their voltage-mode counterparts do;
they even retain two of the same fundamental limita-
tions. In the integrator of Fig 8a, the capacitor accumu-
lates charge from the flow of an input current and
develops a voltage equal to the time integral of that
current. The op amp impresses that voltage on resistor
R2• The voltage converts into an integration-related
output current of

I II 1
o == - R

2
C

S
for f ~ 27TR

1
C'



YOu can imptt;ment several nonlinear
circuit functions in the current mode)
including those of the peak detector)
limiter) and precision rectifier.

As in thE}voltage-mode version of this circuit, you
must reset the capacitor (Ref 2), which even charges
without application of an input signal because of the op
amp's input bias current. That parasitic ~harging pro-
duces an output' dc error current of

(Vos h- ) I1.0 = R
2

+ R
2
C

S
- B+·

The second term of the' error expression, IB-, is the
time integral of a constant. Consequently, with no
input signal present, the output increases continuously
until it reaches a final value of R1h-.

Resistor R1 also restricts the integrator. You need
this stop resistor to keep the negative-feedback factor
greater than the positive-feedback factor. To do so, you
must choose R1 so that

(Zs) h R1
ZI < ~L R2, were ZI = 1 + R1Cs'

In the differentiator of Fig 8b, an input current
creates a voltage on R1 that will also appear on C once
the capacitor charges. Again, the capacitor needs a
reset. Another limitation found on both the voltage- and
current-mode versions' of this circuit is ,that, while
charging, the capacitor conducts a current that approxi-
mates the time derivative of the voltage created on R1.
R2 causes this approximation. You need a stop resistor
to avoid oscillation at high frequencies (Ref 3), because
the positive-feedback factor would otherwise approach
unity. You can prevent this oscillation when

Within the bounds of that approximation, the capaci-
tor-charging current delivered to the load is deter-
mined using the following expressi,on:

The ac-coupling effect of the capacitor reduces the dc _
errors in this differentiator. the capacitor decouples
the op-amp input's offset voltage"and the current drawn
by the op amp's inverting input" so that 1.0= 10+.

Circuit gain determines the impedances reflected at
the inputs and outputs of these integrators and differ-
entiators in the same manner as for the inverting
amplifier. At the inputs, the impedances are those of

the loads, multiplied by the current gain, resulting in

ZI = - R~~s (integrator)

ZI = - R1CSZL (differentiator).

The source impedances, divided by the circuit gains,
are at the output: '

Zo = - R2CSZS (integrator)

Zo = -RZC (differentiator)'.:.
1 s ,

The reactive nature of these impedances suggests
that you must take care to maintain frequency stability.
You can achieve this stability primarily by selecting the
appropriate stop resistors. Choosing the correct resis-
tors produces a negative net feedback factor, which
maintains stability. For the best frequency stability,
you should also decouple sources resistively and bypass
loads capacitively.\ EDN

\
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